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programme
Introduction / welcome

Presentation on blended learning

Course design

- Persona and design challenge

- Knowledge tree

- Storyboarding



Shift in focus...



Design thinking



Thinking like a designer
- DT puts tools into the hands of people who may have never 

thought of themselves as designer and apply them to a 

vastly greater range of problems (Brown 2009)

- Relies on the ability to be intuitive, to recognise 

patterns, to construct ideas that have emotional meaning 

and functionality, to express ourselves in media other 

than words and symbols

- Third way between rational/analytic and feeling/intuition

- Can be learnt - including creative confidence - creative 

muscle can be trained



https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-thinking/



advantages
● It is a user-centered process that starts with user data, 

creates design artifacts that address real and not 

imaginary user needs, and then tests those artifacts with 

real users.

● It leverages collective expertise and establishes a 

shared language and buy-in amongst your team.

● It encourages innovation by exploring multiple avenues

for the same problem.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/design-thinking/



“Design is becoming an ever more important engine of 

corporate profits...Business people must begin to start 

thinking like designers”, Roger Martin, Dean of Rotman School 

of Management

Design-driven companies outperform other companies by 10:1 

(Berger, 2009: 7)



Design Thinking
Ethos

Innovation driven, breaking up silos, 
Spirit of co-creation

Reflection in and on action

Divergent/convergent 
Thinking, process, activities



Design thinking in staff development
Breaking out of usual thinking patterns

No size fits all

Focus on / empathy for learner - Why and 

for whom questions

Wicked problems / creativity constraints

Wisdom of the crowd - breaking down silo-mentality

Experimentation / playfulness / risk taking 

- against perfectionism

Prototyping / small steps / cyclical

‘



Persona Development

Define design challenge

Brainstorm solutions

Design & implement intervention

Knowledge tree activity



Design process



Persona

- Archetype / typical student

- Demographics, personality, strength

Challenges, possible support

-> Design challenge/question:

HOW MIGHT WE…. 



Design activities
1. Persona activity

2. Definition of design challenge

3. Brainstorming of solutions



Setting up design teams
Who is in your team?

M3: Sustainability and Vinticulture

M4: Wine Marketing

M6: Sparkling Wines



Persona development
Demographics

Personality

Motivation to study

Strengths

Challenges

What do we want them to 

know/do/feel when they are done 

with your module?



Design challenge
How might we?



Brainstorming



We draw on the principles:

● Creating a living network of

collaborative dialogue around

question

● See new ways to make a

difference in our lives in the

world



Activity Step 1- in group
Brainstorm all the different types of 

knowledges that will comprise  your 

curriculum

Allocate the following elements of a 

tree to your types of knowledge

- Roots 

- Stem

- Branches

- Leaves

- Flowers 

- ... First Nations Holistic Lifelong Learning Model



Critical skills (roots)

Social, emotional skills (soil)

Core foundational content - diploma level (lower 

stem)

Core competencies on postgrad level (higher stem)

Disciplinary knowledge / professional qualification / 

specialisation (branches)

Jobs (flowers)

Fruits -> soil, new generation

MaThs - Thomas



Postgrad DIP Health care - Ryan
Roots - variety of bachelor degrees / previous 

work experiences / life experiences

Trunk - formal programme, procedural and 

conceptual knowledge, ties into world of work / 

skills, contextual / adaptive, developing 

specialisation

Branches - elements of reflective practice, 

research - metacognitive knowledge, 

people/leadership/motivational skills, affective 

domain

Flowers - tacit knowledge /  intuition - cant 

control this, provide tools for flowers to develop



Banking diploma
Roots - society, community

Trunk - tacit & overt knowledge

Branches - disciplinary, professional knowledge, 

technical skills, becoming

Twigs - foundational and specialist knowledge

Leaves - examples such as numeracy

Sky - context - social, political, economic

Sun, rain - environmental influences

Creatures - customers, society - who are we doing 

banking for? Peoples skills



Activity Step 2 - REflection
What knowledges are foregrounded? Which ones are backgrounded

Which knowledges are included/excluded?

What knowledges are assumed?

Where do these knowledges reside?

Who do we need to co-create these knowledges?



Storyboarding
Learning objectives/outcomes

Learning activities (week by week)

Assessments

Notional hours 

-> constructive alignment






